2002 honda civic suspension diagram

Honda Civic owners have reported 39 problems related to front suspension under the
suspension category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of Honda Civic based on all problems reported for the
Civic. The contact owns a Honda Civic. While driving 35 mph, there was a loud banging noise
under the front side of the vehicle. The contact coasted the vehicle to the side of the road and
different unknown warning messages were displayed on the information panel screen. The
vehicle was towed to the contact's residence. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer or an
independent mechanic for diagnostic testing. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure and informed the contact that the VIN was not included in a recall. The
approximate failure mileage was 95, See all problems of the Honda Civic. The front suspension
on my car was not sufficiently lubricated from the factory, leading to "popping" and "clicking"
both very loud and noticeable when turning. The dealer says the Civics were not given sufficient
lubrication and the suspension is not built correctly. Reading blogs online I am learning that
this is a structural defect not recognized by Honda. As a concerned consumer, and, in lieu of
the problems with Toyota, I would like someone to look into this before it becomes a liability
issue. Creaking noise from front end while turning wheel. First time was February Dealer
performed service bulletin. Did not work. They replaced both front strut assembliesproblem
solved. July creaking in steering is back. Brought in to dealer and told both strut assemblies
need to be replaced again. Two week back order on struts. I filed a complaint with the arizona
attorney general on may 17, I purchased a Honda Civic in chandler on November 7, My car was
damaged. I bought it brand new. American Honda motor chose to categorize my car problems
as 'normal'. The dealership where I purchased the vehicle performed work without my
knowledge which caused a new problem to arise. Car pulls to the right, steering wheel shifts to
the right while braking and more. I was involved in two separate traffic incidents that could have
easily resulted in an accident. There is much, much more; this is not an everyday, average type
of complaint. Please allow me to explain in detail, preferably over the phone or in person. My
primary objective is that no other person buy this car at retail - it is extremely dangerous. I
surrendered it on may 7, I have a car with only miles and is 45 days old. I was driving and it
seems that I had a flat. I pulled over and stopped the car and found that both front tires were
completely bald and torn up. Honda is saying that the suspension has gone bad and it is
probably because of me hitting a pothole or snow. This explanation does not make any sense
as the damage to the tires and alleged damage to the suspension is too severe for me not to
have noticed it. Vehicle surges when coming to stops scary at times. Vehicle buzzes
intermittently when warming up on cold start. Took to dealership shop to ride with shop
foreman. Indicates all normal characteristic of vehicle. I was driving at about 65 mph when my
car suddenly started swerving to my left. I pressed my brakes and I heard a little explosion, but I
didn't think anything of it. My car started swerving even more and I was not able to do anything
because it was out of my control. My car spun and hit another car and then spun again and
ended up crashing into the left side divider. When police arrived at the scene, they noticed my
wheel was popped out. The wheel malfunction must have caused the accident because the
wheel popped out even before I hit the divider. The contact stated that while driving under 20
mph the vehicle made a rattling sound on the front passenger side. The failure also occurred
when the vehicle was making a right or left turn. The contact took the vehicle to the dealer who
replaced the front axle but that has not remedied the failure. The dealer could not determine
what caused the noise which made it impossible for them to repair the vehicle. The contact
stated that something was very wrong with the vehicle and fears that a crash could occur. The
failure mileage was 48, My Honda Civic lx coupe has under miles and is experiencing a
noticeable drift to the right. I had the vehicle serviced at a Honda dealership and the alignment
was corrected. The problem was resolved for a couple of weeks but has now surfaced again.
The vehicle is pulling to the right and the steering wheel must be held to the left to compensate
for the problem. The vehicle has not been involved in an accident or event that would have
damaged any components. This appears to be a manufacturing defect. The consumer stated the
master cylinder failed suddenly and the front suspension collapsed. He stated the ball bearing
cage could not be lubricated. Without lubrication, the ball bearings can grind themselves into
dust. The aluminum knuckles fractured because the wheels were not supported. While driving
10 mph, the contact struck another vehicle on the driver's side. She does not know how the
front driver's side tire detached from her vehicle after striking the other vehicle from a right
angle. The entire front end came off of the contact's vehicle and it was unable to be driven. The
vehicle was towed from the scene and a police report was filed. There were no injuries. The
dealer advised her to have the vehicle towed to them so it can be repaired. The failure mileage
was Routine inspection by service personnel revealed both front struts were leaking and
required replacement. Honda Civic had approximately 85, miles, technician stated that it is rare

to have both go bad at the same time. I returned my Civic coupe for its initial service, and
notified the dealer that I was hearing a loud popping noise from the front driver's side strut area.
They replaced both front strut assemblies, but the front left assembly continues to make the
same loud popping noise. I asked them to inspect it for the b1 service, but they could not
duplicate the sound. Yet, as I drove out of the lot, 'pop. I bought a Honda Civic ex in The car
always sort of jumped when the automatic transmission changed gears. I did tell the service
people about this at the first few required services. They made off like it was just normal so I
dropped complaining. The car now has k miles and 4 days ago the transmission broke down. I
found that this could have been from a number of issues from your site. I spoke with the service
mgr at leith Honda in raleigh where my car was towed. He emphatically states that there is no
service issue with the Honda Civic transmissions. My car was serviced as required in fact since
I use synthetic oil more than required. I has been taken to Honda dealerships for big mile check
ups or other reputable service places for normal oil changes. I have had 3 other Honda cars
over the past 30 years and they all got way over k miles before I traded or sold them and none
had transmission problems. There is also a problem with the compliance bushings in the front.
This is very early for something of this nature. Honda Civic manual trans to mckeever auto
bradenton, FL check rattling sound in engine area, maybe ac? Had a trans fluid change using
Honda fluid. No sign of deterioration fluid,trans worked fine, but still noise. Now humming under
hood, took to tires plus got axle. Drove miles trans starts popping out of 5 gear. Took to
mckeever, USA trans said needed trans. Honda said no warranty extension, bulletin, out of
warranty; new trans tech can not open trans must go to factory no one would fix problem,
options rebuild, get another. Got used trans low miles mckeever installed replaced Honda seals
and fluid, drove miles like new suddenly at high speed engine raced trans popped out 5 gear.
Returned mckeever? Found numerous bulletins,complaints Honda trans, including same for
Told Honda bulletin for the 01 Civic same problem. Honda told me car not part of that. Told only
01, drive from mckeever found the trans same as before popping out of gear quickly got worse
unable to hold. Honda inspected vehicle found axle slipped out, trans fluid leaked,took pictures
Honda told me axle wrong, did not fit, drove in 4th gear to tires plus who talked to Honda, then
put axle in showed me it fit. Ordered another axle installed it showed me it fit. Do not know if
aftermarket axles for this vehicle are safety issue or if it caused damage to trans requested
another used trans. From mckeever auto waiting to confirm axle holding. Contacted Honda
back, Honda lied there r issues with these trans. Honda lied that tech's can not open trans had
to go to factory. Original trans, new axle in Honda old axle tires plus, first used trans
mckeevers. My Honda Civic has experience front end noises squeaking, creaking like an old
pickup truck. We returned it to the dealership who said the front left strut was worn and
replaced it. The noise has not abated despite the change. I am concerned about the handling of
this vehicle in the future. Honda dealer paid for all but This car has very unsafe handling
characteristics. Possibility of loss of control on corners with bumps, even at low speed. Bump
steer at speed, seems unstable. Light wind blows car around, can't keep it in the lane. I was
driving to taco bell to get some late night food. Well I get through the light that leads into the
parking lot. I've had some squeaking coming from my front end early in the am and once its
really warmed up b. So, I get through and going about 15 mph a squeak then a kind of pop and
next thing I know im pulled into the curb, hop it, and take out a bush. I was so mad! There was
bad curb damage on the wheel and my wheel is very. Looked like very positive camber. Not to
mention the nice scratches and green marks the bush gave to my bumper. I love my brand new
car so much! I wash it twice a week and wax once every weeks. Always checking fluids, always
taking good care of it. I just don't understand. Well I had it towed to the dealership, figuring this
would all be taken care of considering this vehicle is under warrant and not even due for the
first oil change yet. Well, I get the call back from them telling me they do not know what caused
the parts to break or come loose. They didn't know if it was from me hitting the curb after or not.
To me, since they didn't know, this should be replaced. I am outraged that Honda did not take
care of me with this. Is this wrong? I am seeking all of the assistance I can get and possible
legal action. The front suspensions failed prematurely for a 3 year old car. Both struts needed to
be replaced. Not cover by warranty after 3 years. Loss of steering and control while driving due
to defective struts. Dealer and manufacturer both aware of problem, however nation-wide back
order on parts. No idea when parts will be shipped. Vehicles ability to drive safely diminishing
each day. Honda does not seem to care. While driving the vehicles front suspension failed. The
dealer was notified. There is a rattling noise coming from or between the driver and the front
suspecion. Took it to the dealer they installed a small piece of gasket between the vehicle frame
and the front shocks, the problem was back as I was leaving the dealer. Vehicle makes a loud
roaring sound, accompanied by shaking that is strong enough to vibrate the steering wheel and
rearview mirror when accelerating from a stop. Consumer touched brakes to slow vehicle down,

but vehicle swerved, and consumer hit another vehicle. Consumer stateed brakes squeaks and
parking brake needs adjustment, transmission is making noise, no power on acceleration,
upper windshield molding failed and reinstalled, noise is coming from right front wheel, gas
gauge will fluctuate at times and front engine mount broke. Faulty handling characteristics: on a
few occassions, while turning or changing lanes at moderate speeds on pavement that was not
perfectly smooth, the car 'hopped' sideways unpredictably. This was very disconcerting, and
despite this models excellent crash-test results, this problem presents a safety hazard.
Automobile magazine, April, , p. I've asked the service dept. I've also written to Honda corp. In
torrance, CA twice, with no response to date. I believe that a recall or similar measure would be
in order to remedy this handling problem. I would like Honda to correct this problem at no cost
and provide me with a loaner car, or to replace my car with a Civic lx coupe at no cost to me.
Would you please look into this matter and advise? Sincerely, phillip s. Mitchell ps - I will not be
at my work number again until Please contact me by e-mail. While driving at highway speeds of
70 mph vehicle pulls to the right and vibrates very hard which may cause a loss of vehicle
control. Dealer cannot determine the cause. Please provide further information. Unable to repair
veh. Dealership damaged car attempting to pry eng and suspension to align steering. Design
flaw affecting all Civic models. Poor alignment ruined 3rd set tires before 20k miles on vehicle.
Vehicle has constantly pulled to the left since purchase regardless of speed. Vehicle was taken
to different dealerships, alignments were done and tires replaced. This did not remedy the
problem. Son driving vehicle, heard a big, loud pop, the tire exploded, rearended another
vehicle, noticed after stopping that under the vehicle, a bolt had broken. Car Problems. Front
Suspension problem of the Honda Civic 1. Front Suspension problem of the Honda Civic 2.
Front Suspension problem of the Honda Civic 3. Front Suspension problem of the Honda Civic
4. Front Suspension problem of the Honda Civic 5. Front Suspension problem of the Honda
Civic 6. Front Suspension problem of the Honda Civic 7. Front Suspension problem of the
Honda Civic 8. Front Suspension problem of the Honda Civic 9. Front Suspension problem of
the Honda Civic Other Common Suspension related problems of Honda Civic. Front Suspension
Control Arm problems. Suspension problems. Rear Suspension problems. Front Suspension
Strut problems. Suspension Noise problems. Front Suspension Wheel Bearing problems. Front
Suspension Coil Spring problems. Front Suspension Hub problems. Rear Suspension Shock
Absorber problems. Did we mention transmission problems? And a dangerous defect with the
front airbag that didn't get recalled for 10 years. As for the Civic's transmission woes? But,
neither the recall or the lawsuit included the Civic. So how do you find out what problems are
occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are
interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The front
suspensions failed prematurely for a 3 year old car. Both struts needed to be replaced. Not
cover by warranty after 3 years. Loud clunking noise coming from front suspension. The
consumer has had ongoing problems with the loud noise coming from the suspension. The
dealer was notified and to date problem has not been resolved. Please review for further
investigations. Consumers vehicle shakes while running, once car is stopped it continues to
shake and does not shut off. Search CarComplaints. Accord brake problems Civic transmission
failure engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect
Civic recall. Faulty handling characteristics: On a few occassions, while turning or changing
lanes at moderate speeds on pavement that was not perfectly smooth, the car 'hopped'
sideways unpredictably. This was very disconcerting, and despite this models excellent
crash-test results, this problem presents a safety hazard. Automobile magazine, April, , P. I've
asked the service dept. I've also written to Honda Corp. In torrance, ca twice, with no response
to date. I believe that a recall or similar measure would be in order to remedy this handling
problem. I would like Honda to correct this problem at no cost and provide me with a loaner car,
or to replace my car with a Civic LX coupe at no cost to me. Would you please look into this
matter and advise? Sincerely, phillip S. Please contact me by E-mail. Consumer touched brakes
to slow vehicle down, but vehicle swerved, and consumer hit another vehicle. Consumer
stateed brakes squeaks and parking brake needs adjustment, transmission is making noise, no
power on acceleration, upper windshield molding failed and reinstalled, noise is coming from
right front wheel, gas gauge will fluctuate at times and front engine mount broke. When turning
sharply to the left or right the steering wheel shakes. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. Note: When replacing steering components, it is recommended to have a
professional alignment performed afterwards. This ensures proper tracking and even tire wear.
Our steering and suspension components are pre-greased and sealed for long life and do not
require the extra maintenance typically required by greaseable versions. For more information,
go to This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the event this item should fail due

to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part free of charge. This
warranty covers the cost of the part only. Created on: New Tie Rod from 1AAuto. This item may
be interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This information
is provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is
identical to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits
your vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter
your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when
ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing
you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product
standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a vehicle with these
options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make
Model Search. Part 1ASFK Brand : PSA Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our
limited lifetime warranty. Shipping is not available to a P. We recommend an alignment after
completing this repair. Loosen the 19mm lug nuts with the vehicle on the ground Raise the
vehicle with a floor jack Secure the vehicle on jack stands Remove the lug nuts Pull off the
wheel. Loosen the 24mm lock nut with a 21mm wrench and hammer Make note of how far you
turn the inner tie rod to turn it back for reinstallation Remove the 24mm nut from the outer tie
rod end Remove the cotter pin with needle nose pliers Remove the ball joint nut Strike the
steering knuckle with a hammer to loosen the outer tie rod Twist off the outer tie rod by hand.
Twist the new outer tie rod onto the inner tie rod Push the outer tie rod into the steering knuckle
Fasten the castle nut onto the outer tie rod Tighten the castle nut to 32 foot-pounds Push the
cotter pin through the castle nut Twist the cotter pin into place with needle nose pliers Make
sure the inner tie rod is in its correct position Hold the tie rod with an 18mm wrench Tighten the
24mm lock nut. Slide the wheel into place Start the lug nuts by hand Tighten the 19mm lug nuts
preliminarily Lower the vehicle to the ground Tighten the lug nuts to 80 foot-pounds in a
crossing or star pattern. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Honda. Product
Reviews. Steering and suspension kit. Parts came in early, were fairly easy to apply and are
durable. The price was exceptional and I am extremely satisfied with my purchase. The car
drives smoother than previous. Put them on a Honda Civic Ex with , miles. Exact fit. Thank you
for providing the right parts at an excellent price! Overall decent, but cheap replacement parts. I
recently installed the entire kit on to my Civic. All the replacement parts fit properly and
appeared almost identical to the stock parts. With one exception. The bolt was in between a
15mm and 16mm size. I ended up reusing the old bolts and everything worked out ok. Its too
soon to tell how long they will last but so far 3 weeks in they seem to bee OK. Everything look
well and clean and everything is there with the best price i have seen. Would recommend it. This
is all cheap Chinese junk. It might do ok for day to day driving but I would look for more
reputable manufacturers if you're an enthusiast. The threads are already mashed on many of
the components There are boot clips already coming off. In the box mind you, these parts have
not been installed. I'm going to give it a try but I'll be surprised if I'm not replacing parts in under
10, miles. If I wasn't in a hurry I would return these parts. Thank you. Awesome kit. Order my
Honda steering kit it has good product git my shipping 2 days but it was worth it. My car.
Suspension repair 01 civic. Parts came in a timely manner,all fit ,great repair videos. Exceeded
Purchase. Jose Vela. Not only did I save money but the quality of this product was amazing no
issues on installation looks good feels great my car is in cruise mode. Perfect fit. It was bolt off
and back On job I was done In 20 minutes. Shipped Same Day. Parts arrive tomorrow, 1A Auto
shipped same day and with competitive pricing. Andrew B. Hi do u guys have any videos on
how to change an inner tie rod on a Honda Civic? Juan F. Sorry not at this time. Brian F. Are
these parts compatable with a Honda Civic Ex 4 door 1. Mary O. I do not know for sure, but they
did work well on my honda civic ex coupe 2 door. David M. The parts were compatible with my
Honda Civic LX 4 door 1. David D. Manuel G. Yes they are. Leonardo L. Fit my civix EX 4 dr 1.
Will this fit civic lx? Nate B. Yes, these parts will work. Alex P. Does this set come with all the
bushings? Aaron B. The only bushings included with this kit would be the bushings that are
already installed on to the front lower control arms. Jessica D. Don D. Yes, these parts will fit
the hybrid. Thanks for the inquiry! Andra M. I see it says it's for a Honda civic excluding so
models. But is it a direct fit for an 05 civic lx? David S. Thank you for your inquiry. This kit will
be the correct fit for all trim levels other than the Si. Please let us know if you have any further
questions. Anthony C. Does anyone know if this set will work on my vehicle? This kit will not fit
your vehicle. We do have some of these parts available for your RSX. Will this set fit my Civic
LX sedan? Noel L. Yes, according to the information you provided, this part will fit your vehicle.
Tim K. Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct

fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support
Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here
to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year,
make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy.
Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding,
select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year You have no vehicle information saved in
your Honda Owners account. Vehicle Specifications. Print Specs. Engine 4 Speed Automatic
DX. Back to top. Type: Aluminum-Alloy In-Line 4. Displacement cc : Horsepower rpm SAE net :
Torque lb. Compression Ratio: 9. Ignition System: Electronic with Immobilizer. Direct Ignition
System. Drivetrain 4 Speed Automatic DX. Type: Front-Wheel Drive. Manual Transmission:
5-Speed. Automatic Transmission: 4-Speed available. Body Type: Unit Body.
PowerRack-and-Pinion Steering. Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft. Headroom in. Legroom in.
Shoulder Room in. Hiproom in. Cargo Volume cu. Passenger Volume cu. Wheelbase in. Length
in. Height in. Width in. Track in. Curb Weight lbs. Fuel gal. Actual mileage may vary. Immobilizer
Theft-Deterrent System. Dual Side Airbags: Available. Power Door Locks. Cruise Control. Map
Lights. Trip Odometer. Adjustable Steering Column. Driver's Armrest: Accessory. Beverage
Holder: Front. Adjustable Front Seat Belt Anchors. Manual Seat Height Adjuster. Reclining Front
Seatbacks. Adjustable Front-Seat Head Restraints. Remote Fuel Filler Door Release. Remote
Trunk Release with Lock. Maintenance Interval Indicator. Headlights-On Reminder. Cargo Area
Light. Trunk-Open Indicator Light. Front Door Pocket Storage Bins. Passenger Side Seatback
Pocket. Rear Defroster with Timer. Coin Box. Driver's and Front Passenger's Vanity Mirrors.
Child Proof Rear Door Locks. Emergency Trunk Opener. Illuminated Ignition Switch. Driver's
Footrest. Center Console Storage. Chrome Door Handle Pulls. Integrated Rear Window Antenna.
Dual Manual Remote-Operated Mirrors. Dual Power Mirrors. Remote Entry System.
Impact-Absorbing Body-Colored Bumpers. Body Side Molding. Body-Colored Door Handles.
Chrome Trunk Lid Garnish. Tinted Glass. Front Air Spoiler. Engine 4 Speed Automatic EX.
Drivetrain 4 Speed Automatic EX. Driver's Armrest. Dual Power Mirrors: Body-Colored. Body
Side Molding: Body-Colored. Engine 4 Speed Automatic LX. Drivetrain 4 Speed Automatic LX.
Remote Entry System: Accessory. Engine 5 Speed Manual DX. Drivetrain 5 Speed Manual DX.
Engine 5 Speed Manual EX. Drivetrain 5 Speed Manual EX. Engine 5 Speed Manual LX.
Drivetrain 5 Speed Manual LX. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. These struts
bolted in nicely and seem to work well however they are not Monroe, the box says Monroe but
the strut says OESpectrum. Make sure to get your vehicle aligned after installation. Im happy
with the price. After picking up the car and taking the old one out and replacing the piece with
the spring on it used a car tension strap to bring it down as much as humanly possible which i
later tried with the car weight and for some reason the part was EXTREMELY hard to get in and
seamed to be longer than the other one. Now the one i removed was dead but i would like for
you guys to make sure that part was compatible with the car as no one else on any of the videos
i watched had this issue and had plenty of clearence I also ordered the left strut, the right strut
was leaking fluid and was broken,,,along with the left strut installed what a difference in both
ride and handling.. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Alignment Cam Bolt Kit.
Alignment Camber Kit. Alignment Caster Camber Kit. Ball Joint. Ball Joint Kit. Ball Joint Set.
Coil Spring. Coil Spring Insulator. Coil Spring Set. Control Arm. Control Arm Bolt. Control Arm
Bumper. Control Arm Bumper Set. Control Arm Bushing. Control Arm Bushing Kit. Control Arm
Kit. Control Arm Set. Control Arm and Ball Joint Kit. Lateral Arm. Lateral Link and Ball Joint
Assembly. Shock Absorber. Shock Absorber and Coil Spring Assembly. Shock Bellows. Shock
Mount Gasket. Shock Mount Plate. Shock Mount Washer. Shock Mounting Kit. Shock Strut and
Coil Spring Kit. Spring Seat. Stabilizer Bar Link. Stabilizer Bar Link Kit. Strut Assembly Kit. Strut
Assembly Set. Strut Bearing. Strut Bellows. Strut Bellows Set. Strut Bumper and Bellows Kit.
Strut Mount. Strut Mount Bracket. Strut Mount Bushing. Strut and Coil Spring Assembly. Strut
and Coil Spring Assembly Set. Suspension Ball Joint Boot. Suspension Bushing Kit.
Suspension Knuckle. Suspension Strut Hardware Kit. Suspension Strut Mount Kit. Suspension
Strut Mount Nut. Sway Bar Bracket. Sway Bar Bushing. Sway Bar Bushing Kit. Sway Bar Link.
Sway Bar Link Kit. Sway Bar Link Nut. Trailing Arm Bushing. Air Intake. Body Electrical.
Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine
Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. DIY Solutions. FCS Automotive.
OSC Automotive. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Strut Assembly Set - Rear. Click to Enlarge.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Unity Strut Assembly Kit - Front. Unity Strut
Assembly Kit. Product Remark: Kit includes complete strut assemblies for all 4 wheels. Unity
Strut Assembly Kit - Rear. Features: Fully Assembled; Ready to Install. Unity Strut and Coil
Spring Assembly. API Strut Assembly. Features: No modifications, all the parts needed in one
kit Easy install - Pre-assembled, loaded struts No specialty tools required. Features: Improved

ride comfort and longer life No modifications, all the parts needed in one kit. Features: Improved
ride comfort and longer life. Features: No modifications, all the parts needed in one kit Direct fit
- easy install, pre-greased, no maintenance required Improved ride comfort and longer life.
Features: 2 Piece Set No modifications, all the parts needed in one kit Easy install Pre-assembled, loaded struts No specialty tools required. Features: Easy install Pre-assembled, loaded struts No specialty tools required. Monroe Strut Assembly - Front Left.
Monroe Strut Assembly. Monroe Strut Assembly - Front Right. Monroe Strut Assembly - Rear.
Features: Features position sensitive damping and the safe tech system Includes a bronze
reinforced rod guide bearing for consistent performance Contains all weather fluid for smooth
rod reaction Rod displaced valving adjusts to road extremes for a comfortable ride Backed by a
limited warranty. Features: OESpectrum, original equipment valving technologies, low noise,
vibration and harshness. Monroe Strut and Coil Spring Assembly. Features: RoadMatic struts
include all the components required for strut replacement in a single, fully-assembled unit
Monroe RoadMatic Complete Strut Assembly Nitrogen gas charge and all-weather fluid deliver
improved comfort Meets OE product specifications. KYB Strut Assembly. Product List Price:.
Features: Restores OE performance One way anti-foaming valve reduces foaming and
performance fade Three stage dual valving Teflon coated piston valve Seamless inner cylinder
and eye ring, no leaks Bonded bushings and sleeves Hard chromed piston rod. Shipping
Options: Ground Shipping. Features: Designed to restore handling and control Made from
quality material Features twin-tube design Compensates worn suspensions Facilitates easy
installation. Features: Triple Piston Seal offers dual protection to an enhanced main seal,
resulting in longer life Premium coating is applied for optimal corrosion resistance Coil spring
is engineered for long term, consistent performance Lower mounting hardware included for
ease of installation and a thorough repair Top plate tested to one million cycles under extreme
load to ensure smooth operation and long life. Features: Premium coating is applied for optimal
corrosion resistance Triple Piston Seal offers dual protection to an enhanced main seal,
resulting in longer life Coil spring is engineered for long term, consistent performance Lower
mounting hardware included for ease of installation and a thorough repair Top plate tested to
one million cycles under extreme load to ensure smooth operation and long life. Installation
Hardware Included Not Required. Gabriel Strut Assembly - Front Left. Gabriel Strut Assembly Front Right. Gabriel Strut Assembly - Rear. SenSen Strut Assembly - Rear. Features: All
Weather SV3 Fluid : By pressurizing the oil, engineers can eliminate the negative effects of
cavitation; The result is better more consistent control and superior ride quality; Twin Tube
Design: Eliminates oil starvation at high speed and greatly reduces heat and pressure build up;
The benefit is smooth and rapid recovery from impacts to the vehicles suspension system;
Nitrogen Gas Charged: Reduces aeration offering a greater range of control over a wider variety
of road conditions as comp
camshaft actuator solenoid trailblazer
snapper 38 riding mower
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ared to non-gas units; Hardened Chrome Plated Pistons and Teflon Banded Piston Seal Vehicle
Specific Components and Valuing with Brackets and Mounting matching Original Equipment.
Features: Triple Piston Seal offers dual protection to an enhanced main seal, resulting in longer
life Lower mounting hardware included for ease of installation and a thorough repair Premium
coating is applied for optimal corrosion resistance Coil spring is engineered for long term,
consistent performance Top plate tested to one million cycles under extreme load to ensure
smooth operation and long life. Product Remark: 1. Monroe November 3rd, Posted by Works
fine. OSC Automotive D API November 2nd, Posted by fit perfect. November 2nd, Posted by
Great Fit. Catalog: E. Vehicle Honda Civic. Catalog: U. Catalog: P. Vehicle Sub Model Honda
Civic. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Engine Honda Civic. Catalog: B. Vehicle Body Honda Civic. Catalog:
H. Catalog: N. Catalog: A. Catalog: F. Catalog: T. Vehicle Body Engine Honda Civic.

